
Welcome to KBA’s 26th Convention

KENTUCKY BASKET ASSOCIATION

October 6,7,8, 2022 Annual Convention
http://www.kentuckybaskets.org/

The Center for Rural Development, 2292 US-27 #300, Somerset, Kentucky
Celebrating 26 YEARS of fun, friendships, and basket weaving in the Commonwealth

http://www.kentuckybaskets.org/
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We are so excited to weave with you on October 6,7,8 at The Center for Rural Development in Somerset, KY.   Our
membership is $15 and the convention registration is a sliding scale based on the date your checks are postmarked.

How to Weave away with us in October:

There is a registration form at the end of this brochure or register online at www.kentuckybaskets.org

● Choose your 3 favorite baskets for each day; and remember there are morning and afternoon sessions
● Fill out the form online.  If you fill the form out manually, please send it with your checks to Gail Loeser, Treasurer
● Make a check $15.00 to Kentucky Basket Association for your membership
● Make a check to Kentucky Basket Association for your Registration Fee (see below)

EarlyBird:  $35.00 Postmarked on or before May 31st

Regular:  $45.00 Postmarked on or before June 30th

Late:  $55.00 Postmarked after June 30th

1Day:  $20.00

● Make a check to each teacher for your 1st choice baskets for the class cost and POST DATED for the day of the class
● Send a self-addressed, stamped 4 x 9 envelope with your checks for the teachers, registration (if paying by check) and

membership (if paying by check)  to Gail Loeser, 8268 Eastdale Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45255.  Email is loeserg@yahoo.com

If you must cancel from a specific class OR the entire convention, do so in writing and it must be received by September 1st.  There
is a cancellation fee.  After Sept. 1st, there are no refunds and you will need to make arrangements to pick up your kit or have it
mailed to you.

http://www.kentuckybaskets.org/
mailto:loeserg@yahoo.com
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Schedule of Events

Day/Time What Is Happening

Thursday, October 7

8:00 am - 11 am Vendors and Teachers Set Up am

10:00 am - 10:45 am KBA Board Meeting

11 am – 6 pm Welcome, Registration and silent auction

12 noon – 9 pm Classes

Friday, October 8 Dinner on your own

8:30 am – 11 am Registration

8:30 am – 9:30 pm Classes and silent auction

11 am – 6 pm Registration

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm Annual Meeting includes Lunch

Saturday, October 9 Lunch on your own

8:30 am – Noon Registration and silent auction

8:30 am – 3:30 pm Classes

4 pm Finish and Head for Home
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Food Choices
Friday’s lunch is included with membership!

There are several restaurants within driving distance.

You can bring food in to eat while you are at the convention
Coffee, water and soft drinks are provided by KBA

We will have a snack table, so please bring a favorite individually wrapped snack to share with everyone.
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WEAVING SKILL LEVELS:

Please evaluate your skill level, not only for your total weaving experience, but also for your experience using the techniques offered in the
classes you are considering.  Remember it is not fair to the instructor or the other students to take a class that you are not ready to handle.

All Levels These classes are offered to students of all skill levels from Beginner to Advanced

Beginner Weavers have little or no weaving experience having woven only a few baskets. They need more practice
with basic weaving techniques, bases and shaping. These weavers are becoming proficient in basic weaving
techniques, including over/ under weaving, start/stop weaving, twining, and rim lashing. They are learning
to control shape and will be introduced to new pattern weaves such as twill, different twinning methods,
and rim and handle finish variations. Please Note: Additionally, if you consider taking a class in a
material you have never used, you will be considered a beginner in that class.

Intermediate weavers Weavers have gained proficiency in weaving techniques. They can begin with ease and have mastered
several weaving techniques. They do not have difficulty setting up bases, twining, completing over/under
weaves and creating rims using the materials offered in a class.

Advanced weavers Weavers are proficient. They have mastered weaving techniques and are ready to take on more challenging
projects. Teachers are confident these students have achieved this skill level when attending class. Basic
skills are not reviewed due to time constraints. These weavers can design baskets on their own but require
new challenges.
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Thursdays Baskets

TH01
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Onions by
Pam Milat
$50.00

Intermediate
HRS: 8
Size: 12-14"H x 10"

This fun weave is entirely woven of round reed. Students will twine their way to the rim,
learning how to flair, shape the bowl, and then come in to create a neck. After adding a
handle, students will finish with a simple braided rim. The completed heavy duty basket
will easily hold 4-6# of onions or potatoes. Not all students will finish in class   but will
have materials and instructions to do independently.

TH02
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Betting On You by
Dani Sue Anderson
$75.00

Intermediate
HRS:8
Base is 9” x 9”, 11” tall
not including
horseshoe handles,
33.5” circumference

When placing a bet at the Kentucky Derby, there are so many records and stats to study and
consider. This includes the path that brought those horses from remote pastures to the starting
gate. It doesn’t take much for me to see the similarities for us. As people, who have lived a lot of
years that included high of highs and low of lows; as people, who have lost much and suffered
through hard seasons; as people, who fought for health both mental and physical; and as people,
we often forget to pause and breathe and see that we are all people on a path. At times, fighting to
get to the starting gate; and at other times, fighting to get out of the starting gate.No matter what
season of life we are in right now, I hope and pray for each of us to have the courage and tenacity to
fight the good fight. At times, we all need a reminder from our cheering section; so here and now, I
am yours. I hope when you see this basket you will think about me cheering you on as you race
around the track. I’m Betting On You because your path has (and continues to be) a proven track
record of staying in the race no matter what is thrown at you. Pandemic, polar vortex ice storm,
broken bones, scary diagnosis… I’m Betting On You to give it your all, and I promise to be giving it
my all right alongside you.
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TH03
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
7” Round  Cherry
Nantucket by
Candy Barnes
$95.00

Intermediate
HRS:8
7" (W) 5" (H)

Students will insert tapered staves in a cherry base and will weave over a class mold.  A
turned rim will be glued on.  Students will have an option to be creative with color
accents if desired.

TH04

12:00 PM -9:00 PM

Josephine Knot by
Sandy Bulgrin
$65.00

All levels

HRS:8
Size: 10" X 7"

Josephine Knot Basket: This unique ribbed style basket starts with a beautiful Josephine
knot. Students learn to make the knot with the round reed that then becomes the handle
of the basket. Weaving with a wide variety of materials, round reed, sea grass, ¼”,
11/64” and 3/16” flat and flat oval reed. Each basket will be unique and different. Tools
needed: awl, packing tool, spray bottle
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TH05
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Hawthorne by
Marilyn Wald

$65.00

Intermediate
HRS: 8
Size: 10x11 with a
circumference of
38”

Traditional weaving methods are used to create this basket. The basket begins with  a
wooden base and uses flat oval weavers for a sturdy look to the basket. Leather  handles
will be shades of brown. Shaping is the “name of the game” for Hawthorne.  Students will
learn how to expand the circumference as well as bringing it in with ease.   A very simple
technique will be taught to enable students to have confidence when they  meet a
shaping basket. Be sure to bring a shaver, cable ties and patience.

TH06
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Small Oriole Basket
by Anne Bowers
$50.00

Advanced
HRS:8
Size: 6.5" X 9" tall

This little Oriole Basket is for those who are knowledgeable about ribbed basketry.
Beginning with an oval and a round hoop, students will make god's eyes, add primary
(dyed) ribs and begin weaving. Secondary ribs are added and Anne will show students
how to control their shaping skills and neatly decrease weavers.
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TH07
12:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Lake Ontario by
Sandy Atkinson
$90.00

Advanced
HRS:8
Size:12 1/4“ X 5
3/4“ base X 12 1/4"
basket height

The fourth in a series of the Great Lakes Baskets, this tote has many features, such as
filled base, woven over dyed spokes, diagonal weave, leather lacing, leather handle, triple
twining. Colors of the basket are sand, teal green, marine blue, and light blue. Also
included in the class is rock wrapping on an actual rock from Lake Ontario. Rocks will
vary in size and shape.

TH08
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Double Wall Cat
Head by
Dona Nazarenko

$62.00

Intermediate
HRS:6
Size: 8 1/2" at top,
6 1/2" high , 30"
around

A graceful basket reproduction of a popular style of the Shaker baskets

but with a modern “twist”.  Using double amounts of natural and dyed reed

equals a very thick basket.  Shaping this into a Cat Head can be tricky as the

sides will increase then decrease as you reach the rim area.  Place arrows where

you would like for an accent or leave them out.
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TH09
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Oval Tote by
Billy Owens
$85.00

All levels
HRS:6

Size:12” x 6”

The Oval Tote is made from white oak trees I select, cut and prepare by hand using
homemade tools my Dad made and used.

It has a Woven Oak Herringbone bottom; it has an Oval top and is approx. 8 1/2” deep
excluding Solid Oak handle.

It will be woven over a mold and everyone should finish in class leaving with beautiful
piece of Ozark tradition.
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Friday’s Baskets

FR01
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Variations by
Pam Milat
$70.00

Intermediate
HRS:8

Size:12"L x 7"W x
6"H

A double walled reed basket that is all natural on the inside and has varying shades of
color on the outside. Students will use the over/under technique, 3-rod wale, and
Japanese weave, finishing with a double-lashed color filled rim.

FR02
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Leather-n-Lace by
Dani Sue Anderson
$75.00

Intermediate
HRS:8
Size: Diameter 12.5”,
Height 9.5”

Leather–n–Lace has a 12” round wooden bottom and 2 colorful leather handles. The
weaving technique gives it an extra special look. This beauty has many different
functions which will add unique character to any home. Many color options are available
for the body of the basket, as well as two color options for the leather handles.

FR03
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Nantucket Cherry
Tray by
Candy Barnes
$95.00

Intermediate

HRS:8
9 3/4" (W) 2 1/2" (H)

Students will insert tapered staves into a cherry base and weave over a class mold.  A
turned cherry rim will be glued on along with a flowered center motif button.  Students
will have an option to be creative with color accents that will be provided.
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FR04
8:30AM-5:30PM
Diagonally Plaited by
Sandy Bulgrin
$60.00

Intermediate
HRS: 8
Size:6 1/2" X 6 1/2" X
6"

Diagonally Plaited Basket: No pattern or chart weaving. Learn the technique and find out
how much fun and easy it really is to weave a diagonally plaited basket. Students will
have several color choices. This basket is addictive and you won’t be able to stop with
weaving just one!

FR05
8:30AM-5:30PM
The Gathering
Basket by
Billy Owens

$95.00

All Levels
HRS:8
Size: 15”x9”x8.5”

The Gathering Basket is made from white oak trees that I select, cut and prepare by
hand using homemade tools my Dad made and used. It has a woven oak herringbone
bottom; it has an oval or rectangle top ( weavers choice) and is approx. 8 1/2” deep
excluding solid oak handles. It will be woven over a mold and everyone should finish in
class leaving with a beautiful piece of Ozark tradition.
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FR06
8:30AM-5:30PM

Smooth and Curvy by
Dona Nazarenko
$79.00

Advanced

HRS: 8
Size:11" x 8 1/2" x
7 1/2" high 34"
circumference

This large shapely round basket is done in a plain weave.It has dyed reed accents and
uses various sized weavers which can make this curvy basket a little challenging to keep
it sized correctly. After controlling the shape and rimming the basket,you will finish by
making the woven lid to fit.  Adding the specially designed feet will  give the basket  a
nice height and show off the curvy shape.

FR06
8:30AM-5:30PM

Whisper Mountain by
Marilyn Wald

$65.00

Intermediate
HRS:8
Size: 10”H 10”D

Whisper Mountain is created using traditional weaving methods. A little shaping and  a
lot of design work complete the basket. The color choice will be black. Weavers will
make the handles for Whisper Mountain.
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FR08

8:30AM-5:30PM
Colorful Cane Twill by
Anne Bowers

$135.00

Intermediate

HRS: 8

Size:11" tall X 18"
wide

This large, beautiful basket is constructed with dyed flat reed in jewel tones and sides
are woven with binders cane. The base has a cat's head shape and rounds out to
measure 11" tall and 18" wide. Rim is lashed with waxed linen with a dyed rim filler.

FR09

8:30AM-3:30PM
Piccadilly Square by
Sandy Atkinson

$85.00

Intermediate

HRS:6

Size:12”Lx12”x4 ½”

A large basket with six colors of dyed reed: black, dark green, red, oak, blue, and cocoa
brown create this nine patch base twill pattern taken from the quilting world. The base
is woven in a 3 X 1 X 2 X 1 twill. All six colors are repeated in the side twill. Rimmed with
black flat oval reed, black Hamburg cane and with 2 side attached leather handles
finishes off the top edge.
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FR10

6:30PM-8:30PM Snack
Basket by
Dani Sue Anderson

$25.00

Beginner

HRS:2

4.5” tall, 9” diameter
at the top, about 26”
circumference.

Come weave a basic and simple basket with me. I designed this for Girl Scouts over
Zoom and over 200 kits have gone around the U.S. This is a fun and relaxing weave and
is perfect to teach to beginner weavers of any age!

FR11

6:30PM-8:30PM Small
Random Weave by
Anne Bowers

$42.00

All Levels

HRS:2

Size :4" X 3"

In this class, Anne will cover the basics of starting and weaving a random basket.
Surprisingly sturdy, this is a great technique to learn so you can use scraps at home to
make more! A variety of dyed weavers will be supplied.
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FR12

4:30PM-8:30PM
Bootstrap Tote by
Sandy Atkinson
$58.00

Intermediate

HRS:4

12" L X 5 1/4" W X

7 3/4" height w/o
handle

The filled in base of this basket tote continues up the side ends into chicken feet. The
front side has boot hooks woven in so leather can be laced up the side creating a unique
feature to the basket. The leather strap handle that was designed for this basket with
wooden rings inserted on the upper strap and is woven from the base up. A rim filler of
braided fabric finishes off the top edge with the cane lashing. A nice size tote that can
easily be used for a purse or small tote.
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Saturday’s Baskets

SA01

8:30AM-3:30PM A
Little Bit of Color by
Candy Barnes

$70.00

Beginner

HRS:6

5 1/2" (W) 3 1/2"
(H)

Students will insert tapered staves into a cherry base and will weave over a class mold.
A turned cherry rim will be glued on. Students will have an option to be creative with
color accents that will be provided

SA02
8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Carolina Mist by
MarilynWald

$60.00

All Levels
HRS:6
11” H  12” D

Carolina Mist begins with a wooden base. The top is highlighted with ribbed painted
beads above the rim. The color available is as shown- a very light teal. Shaping is a large
part of this basket as it needs to come up straight so it’s pleasing to the eye. It’s a fun
basket to make, come and enjoy the fun!
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SA03
8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Tiger Tote by
Sandy Atkinson
$78.00

Intermediate
HRS:6
11 1/2” L X 5 1/2” W
X 10 1/2” H

Unique feature of the Tiger Tote is the signature leather strip where each student will
punch their name on the leather then attach it to the basket. A fun and beautiful tote for
everyday use, includes diagonal weaving in gold, then weaving in shades of walnut and
cocoa browns.

SA04
8:30 AM - 2:30 PM
Poppins by
Dani Sue Anderson
$55.00

Intermediate
HRS:5
5” tall, 8” diameter
at the top, 30”
circumference

It’s easy to understand why I would have Poppins on my mind while designing a basket.
However, what I’ve learned with all this Poppins-watching has been very good for me
during this hard and stretching pandemic season. First, it means I get cuddles with my
girls while watching; but the movie brings a lot of chaos into order, just like in the
original Mary Poppins movie. She snaps her fingers, and toys go into place and beds get
made. In Mary Poppins Returns, they all end up swimming into the bathtub and have a
lovely time while Poppins sings…
In both movies, the families had fallen on hard times – can you relate? I think it’s very
safe to say we have collectively fallen on hard and unusual times, as everything
drastically changed for each of us. But just like Poppins comes in and brings class and
charm to any rooms she’s in, I think this basket does the same. I designed it to have
character and to be a bit whimsical. If you remember, the families live on Cherry Blossom
Lane; hence the color I used for this original basket.
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SA05
8:30 AM - 10:30 PM
Purple Passion by
Pam Milat

$35.00

All Levels
HRS:2
7.5" dia x 4" H

A darling square- to- round quick weave for all levels of students to enjoy.  The basket
has a filled base, woven with start/stop rows, and finished with a folded rim.

SA06
8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Keepsake Basket by
Sandy Bulgrin
$28.00

All Levels
HRS:4
8" X 6" X 2 1/2"

Keepsake Basket: This shallow basket starts with an oval base, natural and dyed reed.
Students will have a choice of colors. Basket is finished off with waxed linen. Perfect for
dresser, coffee table or counter.
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SA07
8:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Waste Basket by
Billy Owens

$75.00

All Levels
HRS:4
SIZE: 10”x5”x10”

The Waste Basket is made from white oak trees I select, cut and prepare by hand using
homemade tools my Dad made and used.
It has a woven oak herringbone bottom; it has an oval top and is approx. 10” deep.
It will be woven over a mold and everyone should finish in class leaving with a beautiful
piece of Ozark tradition.

SA08
8:30AM-12:30PM
Hang Up by
Dona Nazarenko

$42.00

All Levels
HRS: 4

SIZE: 9" high with
handle x 8" long x 3"
wide

A flexible and versatile basket.  Woven with natural reed having decorative dyed reed
accents.  This cute but small basket is
lashed with the addition of a leather handle, it can either hang or sit.  A fun project and
very useful.
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SA09
8:30AM-12:30PM
Potato Masher by
Anne Bowers

$32.00

All Levels
HRS:4
11" X 5" tall

What to do with your old potato masher? Turn it into a fun basket! Flat spokes are
woven into the masher (not just laid on top) and sides come up to include natural and
dyed flat and round reed that coordinates with the color on the masher handle.

SA10
10:30AM-12:30PM
Nativity Ornament by
Pam Milat

$20.00

All Levels
HRS:2
4.5" Diameter

Students will weave a Gretchen rim around a pre-drilled prepared ornament that depicts
the nativity scene. Background colors may vary slightly as they are hand painted.
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KBA Convention Registration Form

October 6-8, 2022
This form can be downloaded and printed from our website:
www.kentuckybaskets.org
Be sure your class selections are legible and accurate.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone: Evening
Email
List classes in order of preference by class code, example TH 01. Please pay

attention to class times so your selections do not overlap. Pick 2
nd

and 3
rd

choices.
Classes can fill up quickly or be canceled by the instructor. Do not list classes that
you are not willing to take as this may cause someone to lose their spot in a class
they wanted. Please note if you are only requesting a kit.

Thursday Afternoon

(1) (2) (3)

Friday Morning/Day

(1) (2) (3)______________

Friday Afternoon/Evening

(1) (2) (3)
__________

Saturday

(1) (2) (3)
__________

● Choose your 3 favorite baskets for each day; and remember there
are morning and afternoon sessions

● Registration will be done on a 1st come basis.

● Include a stamped, self-addressed 4 x 9 envelope
● You can fill out the form online., but if you fill it out manually,

please include it with your checks and send them  to Gail Loeser,
● Make a check for $15.00 to Kentucky Basket Association for your

yearly membership
● Make a check to Kentucky Basket Association for your

Convention Registration Fee (see below)

EarlyBird:  $35.00 Postmarked on or before May 31st

Regular:  $45.00 Postmarked on or before June 30th

Late:  $55.00 Postmarked after June 30th

1 Day:  $20.00 (will be assigned after Early Bird Registration)
MAIL class checks, Registration check, Membership check,
self-addressed envelope and this form to:
Gail Loeser, 8268 Eastdale Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45255

● If you do not get your 1st choice class, we will return your
check and request a check for the next available class you
chose.

● If you cancel from a class or the convention, you must do
so in writing by Sept. 1st

● Cancellations are subject to a cancellation fee.
● After Sept. 1st you will need to contact the teacher to pick

up your kit.
Email Gail at loeserg@yahoo.com with any questions.

Checklist:
I am a new member

I do NOT wish to have my picture posted on Facebook or the
website

Stamped, self-addressed 4 X 9 envelope

Separate Checks made out to Kentucky Basket Association for
registration and membership

Individual checks made out to the teachers of your first-choice
classes and any kits you want

I would like to be on the KBA Board

I would like to volunteer to help during the convention. Please
contact me and let me know where I can be of assistance.

I will be attending KBA Annual Meeting and Lunch (which is
provided)

http://www.kentuckybaskets.org
mailto:loeserg@yahoo.com
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Quick Glance at Teachers

Anne Bowers
TH06   Small Oriole Basket
FR08 Colorful Cane Twill
FR11 Small Random Weave
SA09 Potato Masher

Billy Owens
TH09     Oval Tote
FR05     The Gathering Basket
SA07     Waste Basket

Candy Barnes
TH03  7” Round Cherry Nantucket
FR03  Nantucket Cherry Tray
SA01A Little Bit of Color

Dani Sue Anderson
TH02Betting On You
FR02Leather-n-Lace
FR10Snack Basket
SA04Poppins

Dona Nazarenko
TH08Double Wall Cat Head
FR06Smooth and Curvy
SA08Hang Up
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Marilyn Wald
TH05   Hawthorne
FR07   Whisper Mountain
SA02   Carolina Mist

Pam Milat
TH1 Onions
FR1 Variations
SA5 Purple Passion
SA10 Nativity Ornament

Sandy Atkinson
TH07    Lake Ontario
FR09    Piccadilly Square
FR12    Bootstrap Tote
SA03    Tiger Tote

Sandy Bulgrin
TH04Josephine Knot
FR04Diagonally Plaid
SA05Keepsake Basket
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Thursday 12:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00

Pam Milat - Onions

Dani Sue Anderson - Betting on
You

Candy Barnes - 7" Round Cherry
Nantucket

Sandy Bulgrin - Josephine Knot

Marilyn Wald - Hawthorne

Anne Bowers - Small Oriole
Basket

Sandy Atkinson - Lake Ontario

Dona Nazarenko - Double Wall
Cat Head

Billy Owens - Oval Tote

Friday 8:30 9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 1:30 2:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:30 7:30

Pam Milat - Variations

Dani Sue Anderson -
Leather-n-Lace Snack Basket

Candy Barnes - Nantucket Cherry
Tray

Sandy Bulgrin - Diagonally
Plaited

Billy Owens - The Gathering
Basket

Dona Nazarenko - Smooth &
Curvy

Marilyn Wald - Whisper Mountain

Anne Bowers - Colorful Cane
Twill

Small Random
Weave

Sandy Atkinson - Bootstrap Tote
Picadilly
Square
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Saturday 8:30 9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 1:30 2:30 3:30

Candy Barnes - A Little Bit of
Color

Marilyn Wald - Carolina Mist

Sandy Atkinson - Tiger Tote

Dani Sue Anderson - Poppins

Pam Milat - Purple Passion
Nativity
Ornament

Sandy Bulgrin - Keepsake Basket

Billy Owens - Waste Basket

Dona Nazarenko - Hang Up

Anne Bowers - Potato Masher
Basket
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WHAT TO BRING:
To make the most of your weaving experience it helps to have the proper equipment. We suggest that you bring:

● A dishpan or bucket
● An old towel
● Sharp clippers or strong scissors
● Small and large packing tools
● An awl or ice pick
● Several (12 or more) clips or clothespins
● Flexible tape measure
● Spray bottle
● Needle nose pliers
● Pencil
● Sandpaper
● Cable ties (variety of sizes)
● Sharp knife
● Some classes may require special tools. Please read the description carefully
● Silent Auction items
● Individually wrapped snacks
● Bring your name holder if you have one from a prior convention.
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Where to Stay: http://lakecumberlandtourism.com/stay/hotels-motels

http://lakecumberlandtourism.com/stay/hotels-motels

